Abstract-Gossip protocols are considered very effective to disseminate information in a large scale dynamic distributed system. Their inherent simplicity makes them easy to implement and deploy. However, whereas their probabilistic guarantees are often enough to disseminate data in the context of lowbandwidth applications, they typically do not suffice for highbandwidth content dissemination: missing 1% is unacceptable for live streaming.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since it was first adopted as a technique for maintaining replicated databases [1] , the gossip paradigm has been recognized as efficient and practical in a variety of contexts. These include publish-subscribe, application-level multicast, and overlay construction and maintenance [1] - [7] . In all these cases, gossip has shown to be simple, lightweight and extremely resilient to churn.
These great properties of gossip are mainly the result of the redundancy it natively offers in data dissemination. Specifically, in the infect-and-die model [8] , each node forwards each gossip message exactly once to fanout other nodes chosen at random from the set of all n nodes. Clearly, the larger the fanout value, the greater the redundancy offered by the protocol as nodes can receive each message from multiple sources. Theory suggests that the fanout value should be chosen as f = ln(n) + c, where c is a constant, defining the probability of the gossip protocol to result in a connected random graph as exp(− exp(−c)). In other words, f can be chosen such that all messages are gossiped to all nodes with high probability (whp). Specifically, larger fanout values allow for a trade-off between the probability of obtaining atomic dissemination, and the cost of the protocol in terms of consumed bandwidth.
However, these results have to be revised when gossip is applied in the context of high-bandwidth content dissemination, such as file sharing [4] or video streaming [9] , [10] . In such a setting, gossip protocols normally adopt a three-phase approach to maintain communication costs within reasonable limits. Let us consider the case of video streaming. The source splits the content to be disseminated into chunks. Then, each node, including the source, advertises the new content it has by gossiping the corresponding chunk identifiers to fanout other nodes (first phase). A node receiving such an advertisement message replies by requesting the chunks it needs among those proposed (second phase). Finally, nodes receiving a request for a given chunk reply by sending the actual payload, i.e., serving the node (third phase).
This mode of operation brings significant changes in the behavior of gossip protocols in the presence of message loss or churn. First, the redundancy inherent in gossip is only present in the first phase of the protocol. As a result, the protocol is only resilient to the loss of messages advertising available chunks, but not to the loss of the chunks themselves. Second, the quality of the disseminated stream is constrained by the average upload bandwidth of nodes, which is commonly considered the bottleneck in such collaborative systems. As a result, content-dissemination protocols should produce the smallest possible overhead and be able to operate near the limits of available bandwidth.
In the context of gossip, this means that the protocol cannot arbitrarily increase its fanout even to guarantee atomic dissemination during the first phase. Indeed, as shown in [11] , too large fanout values easily saturate the scarce bandwidth resources of participating nodes and result in significant performance losses.
On the other hand, the best performance is, in this case, achieved with fanout values that are only slightly larger than ln(n). Such small values allow the gossip protocol to operate without saturating the bandwidth of nodes, but they also limit the redundancy of data dissemination. This, coupled with message losses during the second and third phases of the protocol, makes it almost impossible for a naive three-phase solution to deliver the entirety of the available content to all participating nodes.
To exemplify this effect, we ran a set of experiments disseminating a video stream of 680 kpbs to 200 nodes and evaluated the behavior of the three phases of the described gossip protocol with several fanout values. All nodes except the source have a bandwidth cap of 800 kbps and the source's fanout is set to 5 and its bandwidth usage is therefore roughly 5 times the stream rate. On average, each chunk identifier sent in the first phase of the protocol was received by an average of 99% of the nodes, while the percentage of nodes receiving all advertisements varied from 0% with a fanout of 7 to 60% with a fanout of 10. While this seems to match the In a realistic scenario with constrained bandwidth (800 kbps bandwidth cap) and additional message losses (1%), increasing the fanout of standard gossip does not help. On the other hand, gossip++ can deliver a clear stream to all nodes.
theoretical results about the reliability of gossip, the situation changes dramatically if we analyze the number of actual chunks received at the end of phase 3. In this case, the average delivery ratio (i.e., the percentage of chunks received of the original stream) drops to about 97% with no node being able to receive all or even 99% of the stream, regardless of the fanout. Moreover, as depicted in Figure 1 , the best performance is achieved with a fanout of 8, which provides 23.5% of the nodes with between 98% and 99% of the stream with a stream lag shorter than 3 seconds. The stream lag represents how live the stream is played, i.e., the time elapsed between the sending of the stream from the source and the actual playback on the nodes. This level of performance may be sufficient for some applications (e.g., news or query dissemination). However it is unacceptable for an application like video streaming [12] .
In this paper, we show how these issues can be addressed through the proper combination of two simple mechanisms: (i) Codec, an erasure coding scheme, and (ii) Claim 2°, a contentrequest scheme that leverages gossip duplication to diversify the retransmission sources of missing information. Codec operates by adding redundant coded chunks to the stream so that it can be reconstructed after the loss of a random subset of its chunks. Claim 2°, on the other hand, allows nodes to rerequest missing content by recontacting the nodes from which they received advertisements for the corresponding chunks, leveraging the duplicates created by gossip. Our experiments show that neither mechanism alone can guarantee reliable dissemination of all the streaming data to all nodes. On the other hand, their combination is particularly effective and is able to provide all nodes with a clear stream even in tight bandwidth scenarios, in the presence of crashes, or up to 20% of freeriding nodes.
Intuitively this can be explained by observing that each of the two proposed mechanisms addresses a different problem of gossip dissemination. Codec manages to reconstruct the chunks that could not be delivered by gossip due to its probabilistic guarantees. On the other hand, Claim 2°i s able to recover from message loss occurring at any point during the last two phases of the dissemination process, that is the request and the serve.
II. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK
In its original form, the gossip paradigm is an implementation of a broadcast primitive that provides a message from the source to all nodes in the system with high probability. A source node randomly chooses a set of communication partners, i.e., fanout nodes and sends them a message. Upon receipt of a message, nodes forward it once to fanout other nodes, also chosen at random. Since each node forwards the message only once, we say the algorithm follows an infectand-die model.
A. Gossip for high-bandwidth content dissemination
Among its various applications, gossip has also been used for bandwidth-intensive applications such as file-sharing or video streaming. In this case, the source splits the data to share into chunks that constitute the messages to be transmitted. Then it begins dissemination using a gossip-based protocol. The problem is that nodes generally cannot afford gossiping these chunks directly due to their large sizes. Gossip creates many duplicates and nodes usually have limited bandwidth: sending two copies of the same chunk to the same node would thus waste too many resources.
As a way to address this problem, the work in [13] proposes a gossip algorithm for file sharing using fountain codes. The source splits the file to share into k chunks that are gossip-pushed to n/2 nodes (using an experimental TTL). It additionally and continuously codes the file and sends new coded chunks with the same TTL. Once a node has received enough chunks to decode the file (i.e., k random chunks) it codes it and starts to gossip newly coded chunks itself, preferring nodes that are close to having k chunks, in order to increase the number of coding sources in the system. The gossips stop once every node has received at least k chunks. The use of fountain codes makes it possible to exploit the first exponential-growth phase of gossip, which has been shown to be more efficient, due to the presence of fewer duplicates, than the second shrinking phase. However, even in the first phase, a node may still receive the same chunk multiple times, leading to inefficient bandwidth utilization. Moreover, the protocol requires the nodes that have completed the first phase to contribute much more than the others, possibly fostering freeriding vocations.
B. Three-phase gossip
To address the problem of bandwidth utilization more effectively, an appealing solution is to use a three-phase gossip protocol [4] , [9] , [11] as depicted in Figure 2 . Its characteristic is the ability to exploit gossip's redundancy on small propose messages, while receiving the actual payload only once. This makes the model very appealing in high-bandwidth contentdissemination applications such as streaming.
The three phases are as follows.
• Propose phase. Periodically, i.e., every gossip period, each node picks a new set of f (fanout) other nodes uniformly at random. This is usually achieved using a random peer sampling protocol [5] , [14] , [15] . It then proposes, to each of them, the identifiers of the chunks it received since its last propose phase. This is illustrated in Figure 2 , where node p proposes chunks 12, 15, 18 and 22 during the first displayed gossip period, and chunks 16, 22, 23, 27, 30 and 32 in the subsequent one.
• Request phase. Upon receipt of a proposal for a set of chunk identifiers, a node determines the subset of chunks it needs, and requests them from the sender. Clearly, the needed chunks are those that the node has not yet received. In Figure 2 , node p requests chunks 12 and 15 from q.
• Serving phase. When a proposing node receives a request message, it replies with the corresponding chunks, that is by sending their actual payloads. Nodes only serve chunks that they previously proposed. In Figure 2 , node q serves p with chunks c 12 and c 15 .
Such a scheme has been successfully used in several applications. The work in [4] was the first, to the best of our knowledge, to propose the use of such a protocol for file sharing. More recently, the same scheme has been used in systems [9] , [10] designed to tolerate Byzantine nodes based on symmetric exchangesà la Tit-for-Tat [16] . In particular, the work in [9] also recognizes the need for forward error correction (FEC). However, different from the approach we present, it uses a very low gossip fanout with chunks being proposed for multiple rounds and requires as much as 100% of coding, i.e., 50% of the data sent represents the original stream and 50% the added coded data. Its use of large gossip periods enables the use of TCP connections between peers, thereby preventing the need for explicit retransmission. However, the approach focuses on being tolerant to byzantine attacks and not on performance. Specifically, the authors do not provide any results in constrained environments, and more recent work has recognized scalability issues [17] .
C. Alternative approaches to dissemination
Clearly, gossip is not the only viable mechanism for highbandwidth content dissemination and video streaming. Initial work on streaming adopted tree-based approaches [18] - [21] .
However, most work has focused on more redundant mesh structures [22] - [25] . Some mesh-based systems split the initial stream into multiple substreams and disseminate them by creating multiple trees over the mesh [26] . Others use the mesh structure directly without superimposing specific dissemination paths [27] . In mesh-based systems, an important challenge is to devise the optimal scheduling algorithm [28] , i.e., picking which chunks to send to whom in a node's neighborhood, in order to both ensure a high quality stream for individual reception and fast and efficient spreading of the stream in the whole system. In gossip, the scheduling problem is clearly reduced by design. A node has no incentive to wait until it receives multiple proposals for a chunk in order to decide which node to request from, because it is impossible for a node to maintain statistics of how nodes behaved in the past in order to request from the optimal node, since the set of partners change dynamically. In addition, a node has no guarantee that it will receive multiple proposals for the same chunk (if any) and in what order it will receive the chunks themselves. On the other hand, recent work [11] has showed that gossip, in its most dynamic form, provides an effective, simple and implicit means to split the stream into multiple random dissemination paths without having to explicitly split the stream among multiple paths. This makes gossip particularly appealing in the presence of message loss and failures.
III. GOSSIP++
We consider a system in which a source broadcasts a stream with the aid of a three-phase gossip protocol. The source has enough bandwidth to serve at most s nodes (s = 5 in our experiments), while all other nodes have their upload bandwidth limited to b, with b only slightly larger than the stream rate. The rationale is that dissemination protocols must impose the smallest overhead on top of the original stream so that for a given bandwidth capacity, the system provides the nodes with the best stream possible [23] . Nodes communicate over lossy links (e.g., UDP). Every node can receive incoming data from any other node in the system (i.e., the nodes are not guarded/firewalled, or there exists means to circumvent such protections [29] , [30] ). Nodes can fail by crashing, or exhibit freeriding behavior, that is, decrease their contributions while still benefiting from the system. Other types of attacks such as those in which nodes inject junk content (e.g., pollution attacks [10] , [31] ) are outside the scope of this paper.
In order to provide reliable dissemination of streaming content, we augment the three-phase gossip protocol with two components: Codec and Claim 2°a s described in the following.
A. Codec
Codec is a forward error correction (FEC) mechanism which feeds information back into the gossip protocol to decrease the overhead added by the FEC. This mechanism increases the efficiency of the dissemination achieved by three-phase gossip in three major ways. First, since each chunk is proposed to all nodes with high probability, some nodes do not receive proposals for all chunks, even when there is no message loss.
FEC allows nodes to recover these missing chunks even if they cannot actually be requested from other nodes. Second, FEC helps in recovering from message losses occurring in all three phases. Finally, decoding a group of chunks to recover the missing ones often takes a shorter time (i.e., in the order of 40 ms) than actually requesting or re-requesting and receiving the missing ones (i.e., at least a network round-trip time). . Codec: a node p receiving k chunks in G decodes the group to reconstruct the k source chunks and sends them to the player (step (i)).
Node p then signals the protocol not to request any more chunks in G (step (ii)). Optionally (step (iii)), p reencodes the k source events and injects reconstructed chunks into the protocol.
Erasure coding (FEC):
The source of the stream uses a block-based FEC implementation [32] to create, for each group of k source chunks, c additional coded ones. A node receiving at least k random chunks from the k + c possible ones is thus able to decode the k source chunks and forward them to the video player (step (i) in Figure 3 ). If the node received less than k chunks, the group is considered jittered. Nevertheless, using systematic coding (i.e., the source chunks are not altered), a node receiving j < k chunks can still deliver the i ≤ j source chunks that it received. In other words, assuming the k source chunks represent a duration t of audiovisual stream, the jittered group does not inevitably represent a blank screen without sound for t time. If i is close to k, the decreased performance can be, in the best case, almost unnoticeable to the user (e.g., losing a B-frame).
The cost of FEC: The cost of using FEC mainly consists of network cost. The CPU cost of coding and decoding was a concern 15 years ago but is negligible nowadays with the type of FEC we are using. On the other hand, the source needs to send k + c chunks for each group of k. This constitutes an overhead of c k+c in terms of outgoing bandwidth. The remaining nodes, however, can cut down this overhead as described in the following.
Codec operation: The key property of Codec is the observation that a node can stop requesting chunks for a given group of k + c as soon as it is able to decode the group, i.e., as soon as it has received k 0 ≥ k of the k + c chunks (step (ii) in Figure 3) . The decoding process then provides the node with the k source chunks needed to play the videostream. This means that it does not need to request more chunks in this group from other nodes. This allows the node to save incoming bandwidth and most importantly it allows other nodes to save their outgoing bandwidth that they can thus use to serve useful chunks to nodes in need. Optionally (step (iii) in Figure 3 ), in order not to stop abruptly the dissemination of the reconstructed chunks (source or coded chunks: chunks i+6 and i+k +c−1 in that case), nodes can reinject decoded chunks into the protocol. 1 The performance improvement of this step is evaluated and discussed in Section IV-G.
B. Claim

2°W
hile Codec can reconstruct missing chunks, it still needs at least k chunks from each group. Claim 2°u ses retransmission to make it possible to recover these k chunks even when message loss affects more than c chunks per group. In doing this, it takes full advantage of the redundancy of gossip by leveraging the duplicate proposals received for a chunk. Instead of stubbornly requesting the same sender (a-la TCP), the requesting node rerequests nodes in the set of proposing nodes in a round-robin manner, as presented in Figure 4 . Node v has proposed chunk i to node p which requested it. Either the request or the serve was lost and p, instead of reasking v now requests u, that also proposed chunk i. If u fails to serve c i , p requests chunk i again from another node that proposed i. Node q finally serves p with c i .
Nodes can emit up to a number r of re-requests for each chunk. The first re-request for a given chunk is scheduled to be sent after a timeout μ + 3.29σ where μ and σ are respectively the average and standard deviation of the roundtrip times experienced by the node (representing the 99.9
th percentile in a normal distribution). 2 Further re-requests, if needed, are scheduled to be sent each time after half of the previous timeout until a minimum fixed timeout is reached.
IV. EVALUATION
We evaluated gossip++ on 200 nodes, deployed over 40 Grid'5000 machines. The use of a cluster platform like Grid'5000 allows us to have a controlled and reproducible setting, while at the same time simulating realistic network conditions. To achieve this, we implemented a communication layer that provides bandwidth limitation, delays and message loss. We give the source enough bandwidth to serve 5 nodes in parallel, and we limit the upload bandwidth of each other node to 800 kbps, unless otherwise specified, using a tokenbucket mechanism with a bucket size of 200 KB. This means that all burst of cumulated size over 200 KB are automatically dropped. On top of this, we introduce a 1% message loss rate, unless otherwise indicated. Finally, we add a random delay between 0 and 200 ms to all sent messages.
All nodes except the source gossip with a fanout of 8, unless otherwise specified. This proved to be the value providing the best performance with a 800 kbps bandwidth limit. The source, on the other hand, uses a fanout of 5 to gossip a stream fed by VLC at 679.79 kbps on average. Before gossiping, the source encodes groups of k = 100 chunks of 1316 bytes, and creates c = 5 additional coded chunks except when otherwise specified. The average stream sent by the source is thus 713.75 kbps, adding 5% overhead to the stream. The gossip period is 200 ms and all messages are sent over UDP.
A. Metrics
We evaluated the performance of the considered protocols according to two metrics: stream lag, and stream quality. We define the stream lag as the difference between the time at which the stream was sent by the source and the time at which a node could actually view it. Intuitively it measures how live the stream is. We, then, define the stream quality as the percentage of nodes that receive a completely clear stream, that is one in which 100% of the chunks can be played correctly. The rationale behind this choice is that a stream where more than 1% of the chunks are missing can be shown to be already very disturbing [12] . Video formats differ in the way they compress the stream and losing data representing B-frames, for instance, can be less disturbing than other types of frames. In practice, however, it is very difficult to prioritize data in the stream as very few applications, if any, provide this kind of information at the stream-packet level [33] .
When using plain gossip without Codec, playing 100% of the chunks requires receiving every single chunk disseminated by the source. When using Codec, on the other hand, a node can play all chunks if it receives at least k random chunks per group of k+c chunks. When such a 100% quality is impossible to reach, we define a jitter percentage of the stream as 100% minus the percentage of correctly received packets [23] .
B. Overview
In the following, we present the results of our evaluation. We first show in Section IV-C that plain gossip is insufficient in video streaming applications, thereby motivating the use of Codec. Second, we observe that when bandwidth is limited, Codec alone is not sufficient and that it can provide satisfactory performance only in combination with a retransmission mechanism like Claim 2°. We then evaluate Claim 2°a lone as well as in combination with Codec. Again, Claim 2°a lone proves to be insufficient, but its combination with Codec provides all nodes with a clear stream even in highly constrained settings. In Section IV-E we evaluate the impact of different FEC percentages in combination with Claim 2°. This allows us to identify 5% FEC as the best trade-off. Finally, we push the analysis further and examine performance (i) when the bandwidth gets more and more constrained (Section IV-F), (ii) in the presence of nodes that cannot or do not provide their fair share of work, i.e., freeriders (Section IV-G), and (iii) in the presence of catastrophic crash failures (Section IV-H).
C. Need for Codec
We start our analysis by motivating the need for Codec as part of our improved gossip-based solution for live streaming. According to [11] , we know that in constrained bandwidth scenarios, it is not possible to increase the fanout of nodes arbitrarily. Too large values end up saturating the available bandwidth causing drops in performance. As discussed in Section I, in a network of 200 nodes, and an 800 kbps limit on the upload bandwidth, the fanout offering the best performance is 8. Even with this fanout, however, no node is able to obtain a perfectly clear stream and only 23.5% of the nodes are able to experience a 1% jittered stream. To get a better understanding of this poor performance, we ran an experiment with a fanout of 8 in an unconstrained bandwidth scenario without message loss. Results are depicted in Figure 5 : without bandwidth constraints, all nodes can view 99% of the stream but only 8.5% can receive a clear one. This is because a fanout of 8 is too low to guarantee reliable dissemination of chunk advertisements. On the other hand, larger values prove to be too high when bandwidth is constrained to 800 kbps.
The natural solution to these problems is therefore the introduction of Codec. With its use, the situation radically changes and all nodes are able to view a completely clear stream in this ideal network scenario with a stream lag lower than 3.3 s.
Still, we recognize that in this very favored environment (i.e., no message loss nor bandwidth cap), plain gossip is still quite efficient since all the nodes suffer at most 1% missing chunks in their stream (dashed line in Figure 5 ), confirming the theoretical results that each chunk proposal (followed by its actual payload) reaches all nodes with high probability.
D. Realistic conditions: Need for Claim
2°W
hen moving to realistic conditions, however, it becomes clear that Codec is not sufficient to provide reasonable streaming performance. With a constraint on the upload bandwidth of 800 kbps and a message-loss rate of 1%, no node is able to receive a clear stream even when Codec is used. Nonetheless, Codec allows 64.5% of the nodes to view 99% of the original stream against a flat 0% provided by plain gossip. These results show that, while Codec is able to address the inability of gossip to reach all nodes with a fanout of 8, it is not sufficient to recover from message losses resulting from the communication layer and the associated bandwidth constraints.The situation, instead, improves dramatically if we add Claim 2°t o the picture. Figure 7 shows that Claim 2°c ombined with Codec is able to provide each node with a clear stream with a stream lag shorter than 3.5 s.
Increasing the percentage of FEC should intuitively recover from more missing chunks, be them not proposed or lost. We thus also show, in Figure 7 , results for 50% coding (resp. 100% coding), i.e., where 2/3 (resp. 1/2) of the received chunks are enough to decode a clear stream. We only show results for optimal fanouts, 4 and 3 respectively. The presented results are optimal in the sense that a lower fanout prevents gossip from disseminating proposals (and thus possibly chunks) to a large number of nodes and that larger fanouts create bursts such that more and more messages are dropped by the bandwidth limiter. Still, Codec alone can provide a clear stream to only 21.5% with 50% coding (resp. 3.5% for 100% coding).
The figure also shows that, interestingly enough, Claim 2°a lone is also unable to provide a significant improvement over plain gossip, with only 4.10% of the nodes receiving a clear stream. The reason is that Claim 2°g uarantees that a node that received proposals for a chunk will eventually receive the chunk when reclaiming it from one of the proposing nodes. However, with Claim 2°a node will never be able to retrieve chunks for which it never got a proposal.
E. Impact of Message Loss
The main contribution of Codec is the ability to recover chunks for which no proposal was received. The importance of this feature depends mainly on two factors: the fanout, and the message-loss rate of the network.
To better understand the trade-offs associated with the configuration of Codec, we consider the performance of the combination of Codec and Claim 2°i n several scenarios with a bandwidth cap of 800 kbps, and message loss rates ranging from no message loss to 5% message loss. In each of these scenarios we configured Codec with different levels of coding: 2%, 5%, 10%, 30% and 50%.
The results, depicted in Figure 8 , show that Codec with 2% coding is not able to compensate the missing proposals for all nodes even in the absence of message loss. Higher coding percentages, on the other hand, provide very similar and good results up to 4% message loss. With 5% message loss, 50% coding performs slightly worse than the other percentages, providing only 94.9% of nodes with a clear stream compared to at least 98.7% for the others. These figures can be better understood by analyzing the data in Figure 9 . The plot shows the cumulative distribution of stream lag for the various FEC percentages in the presence of 5% message loss. Codec with 50% coding is indeed able to provide all nodes with a clear stream, but with a much longer stream lag. The reason is that adding a large percentage of coding represents a large overhead in terms of bandwidth: nodes try to send more data than they are allowed to by their bandwidth limiters. This leads to dropped messages and retransmissions ultimately explaining the poor results with respect to stream lag of Codec 30% and Codec 50%. These observations are confirmed by Figure 10 , showing the bandwidth usage of the source and the average requested bandwidth usage of nodes, before the bandwidth limit is applied. The picture shows that only 2% and 5% coding do not attempt to send more data than allowed to by the bandwidth limit. This means that they are the only two versions of the protocols that will not experience message loss as a result of the token bucket. This is confirmed by the fact that 2% coding and 5% coding exhibit the shortest stream lag in Figure 9 . In practical terms, the choice of the FEC percentage should therefore fall on the largest percentage that remains within the bandwidth constraints. This allows Codec and Claim 2°t o combine fast dissemination with the ability to recover from missing proposals.
A final observation, on this set of experiments can be made by looking at Figure 11 . The plot shows the percentage of chunks that Codec was able to reconstruct with each of the five coding percentages. The depicted percentage includes both the chunks for which no proposal was received and the requests/rerequests that were saved, i.e., the missing chunks that were reconstructed before a request/re-request was sent.
It is interesting to see that the recovery percentages grow linearly with message loss and correspond to around half of the percentages of FEC coding being considered. This means that the overhead added by Codec is partly recovered and is ultimately around half of the expected overhead value. The reason is that the more the message loss, the more the missing proposals and the need for retransmission for chunks that were proposed. Since each retransmission is associated with a timeout, the more the message loss and the longer the time available to Codec to reconstruct chunks in incomplete groups before actually sending a re-request. 
F. On Bandwidth Constraints
Next, we evaluate the performance of gossip++ with variable amounts of available upload bandwidth. In doing this, we also consider a variant of Codec, decode to player, in which nodes continue requesting the proposed chunks that they have not yet received, even if they have been successfully decoded by the FEC (step (i) of Codec only, i.e., without signaling to the protocol that the group has been successfully decoded).
The plot in Figure 12 shows that such a variant is significantly less robust than Codec when the available bandwidth is limited. The continual requests for already decoded chunks cause its performance to drop when the available bandwidth is below 780 kbps. Codec, on the other hand, is almost unaffected by the bandwidth constraint up to approximately 760 kbps.
The plot also shows the percentage of chunks reconstructed by Codec in the same conditions. Decreasing values of available bandwidth causes an increase in the number of messages dropped by the bandwidth limiter, which in turn causes a larger proportion of chunks to be recovered by the Codec mechanism.
G. Freeriders
Freeriders are nodes that want to benefit from the system without contributing their share of work or resources. In the context of gossip-based streaming we can distinguish two classes of freeriders: (i) passive freeriders that do not propose chunks; and (ii) active freeriders that actively discard requests.
Passive freeriders will never serve any node since they never get requested any chunk. They can also be seen as nodes that simply cannot have outgoing communication, either deliberately or because of network constraints (e.g., firewall, closed ports). Passive freeriders benefit from the system as they receive propose messages and thus request data from other nodes while not contributing. This causes the average fanout of the system to be lowered since all passive freeriders act as if they had a fanout of 0.
Active freeriders, instead, follow the protocol until they are expected to contribute. Once they are requested to serve chunks, they decide not to serve what was requested. This implies that a fraction of the many duplicates of propose messages will not lead to subsequent serves. In other words, nodes requesting chunks from active freeriders will not be served, just as if they requested a chunk from a node that crashed.
In the following we evaluate the ability of gossip++ to tolerate both types of freeriders while providing all nodes with a clear stream. Clearly, this is only possible if non-freeriding nodes are allowed some extra bandwidth to compensate for the bandwidth that the freeriding nodes are not contributing. For this reason we ran the following experiments with a larger upload bandwidth of 1000 kbps.
1) Passive Freeriders: Figure 13 shows the performance obtained by gossip++ with variable percentages of passive freeriders. In this set of experiments we also consider a second variant of Codec, called Codec 2°. Specifically, as soon as a node is able to reconstruct a group, Codec 2°r einjects the reconstructed source chunks it did not receive regularly, and reencodes the k source chunks into c coded chunks that it also reinjects in the dissemination process (step (iii) in Figure 3) .
The plot in Figure 13 shows that both Codec and its variant Codec 2°a re effective in managing up to 20% of freeriding nodes. However, Codec 2°i s slightly more effective with passive freerider percentages above 20%. The reason for this performance difference is that the injection mechanism of Codec 2°i s able to compensate for the decrease in effective fanout resulting from the freeriding behavior. In other words, nodes injecting a reconstructed chunk into the protocol create duplicate advertisements that would not have otherwise existed. The third line in Figure 13 complements these results by showing the average amount of data that non-freeriding nodes attempt to send. It is interesting to observe that the slope of the line increases dramatically as soon as the line crosses the value of 1000 kbps. At this point, the bandwidth limiter starts dropping messages, causing Claim 2°t o issue more and more rerequests, which in turn get more and more likely to be dropped. The data that nodes attempt to send increases without a corresponding increase in the data that is actually sent. This causes the dramatic performance decrease occurring when the bandwidth line crosses the 1000 kbps threshold.
It is also worth observing that approximately 20% freeriding nodes can be tolerated with approximately 20% of slack in the upload bandwidth, i.e., 1000 kbps instead of 800 kbps. This highlights the scalability in terms of bandwidth consumption of the combination Codec 2°+ Claim 2°.
2) Active Freeriders: Figure 14 shows instead the performance obtained by gossip++ in the presence of variable percentages of active freeriders. Interestingly enough, in this case the performances of Codec and Codec 2°e xhibited no differences. However, the plot shows a distinction between Claim 2°a nd a standard retransmission mechanism such as ARQ [34] , labeled as "retransmission" in the plot. Specifically, while Claim 2°' s retransmission mechanism chooses to contact any of the nodes that offered a propose message for the desired chunk, the standard approach repeatedly requests a single node for each missing chunk. This means that, if the proposing node is a freerider, the standard mechanism will be unable to obtain the chunk which will instead be quickly obtained by Claim The results confirm this reasoning. The standard retransmission mechanism is unable to tolerate any amount of active freeriders despite the slack in available bandwidth. On the other hand, it keeps using the baseline bandwidth of approximately 800 kbps regardless of the percentage of freeriders. This causes its performance to drop to 0 with as low as 4% of active freeriding nodes. Claim 2°o n the other hand is very effective in having nonfreeriding nodes compensate for up to 25% freeriding nodes. The plot shows that the desired bandwidth increases quasi linearly until it reaches the threshold of 1000 kbps, i.e., the bandwidth cap. After the threshold is hit, there is first a short plateau during which performance decreases only slightly and then a sudden increase in required bandwidth which causes an equally sudden decrease in performance because the desired bandwidth is above the available limit.
H. Crashes
Finally, we consider the behavior of gossip++ in a catastrophic-failure scenario. Figure 15 reports a zoomed-in view of the percentage of nodes delivering each chunk around the moment at which 20% or 50% of the nodes crash.
The two vertical lines in the plot show respectively the minimum and the maximum chunk ids received by the nodes in the system at the moment of the crash. The distance between the two lines lines shows that the nodes fail across an interval of 54 chunks, corresponding to 0.7 s.
The performance lines, instead, start to drop at around chunk 3570. This is because some of the nodes that were supposed to serve that chunk and the following were among the crashed nodes. Overall, the picture shows that the crash only results in a minor performance glitch that lasts less than 1 s, before the remaining nodes can continue to view the stream undisturbed.
V. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented gossip++, an integration to gossip consisting of Codec, a FEC encoding mechanism, and Claim 2°, a retransmission approach leveraging gossip duplication. Gossip++ significantly improves the performance of plain gossip, making gossip-based video streaming possible in realistic scenarios.
Our experiments showed that plain gossip is not efficient in delivering large content in large-scale systems, especially in scenarios where bandwidth is constrained and in presence of message loss. Gossip++ on the other hand is able to provide nodes with a clear stream in the presence of up to 5% message loss, and up to 20% of freeriding nodes. In spite of these good performance figures, there are still a number of directions along which gossip++ can be improved.
A. Coding
Codec is based on FEC with systematic coding so that even if there are missing chunks in a group, some content can be delivered to the player resulting only in a jittered group instead of a whole undecoded group. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to see how network coding could be used in a gossip context, since recent work [25] has shown its efficiency for live streaming in meshes.
B. Hostile Nodes
The first major direction to consider is that of hostile nodes: such as byzantine and freeriding ones.
1) Byzantine Attacks: Byzantine nodes can attack gossip in a number of different ways. For example, they can attack the underlying random peer sampling [35] or they can pollute the protocol thereby decreasing the performance of dissemination and increasing the load on all nodes [10] . For example, this can translate to injecting junk data, i.e., pollution attacks [31] or imposing an arbitrary load on nodes until they fail, possibly leading to denial of service.
2) Freeriders: Freeriding nodes can essentially be of two types. First, there are nodes that cannot contribute to the protocol because of firewalls or because they do not have enough available bandwidth. Then, there are nodes that actively choose not to collaborate while attempting to benefit from the system.
In both cases, we have shown that gossip++ can distribute the load of non participating nodes to other nodes as long as they have enough bandwidth to do so. However, gossip++ cannot do anything in the case of scarce bandwidth, i.e., when the stream rate is very close to the outgoing bandwidth capability. We therefore recognize the need for detecting freeriders as in [17] , [36] , [37] and plan to complement gossip++ with a lightweight mechanism to detect and expel freeriders.
C. Bandwidth Heterogeneity
The variety of devices available today leads to the creation of systems composed of highly heterogeneous nodes. One aspect of this heterogeneity is the upload bandwidth available to nodes. Nodes on corporate networks generally have much wider bandwidths than nodes using cheaper home-based ADSL connections. It would therefore be interesting to see how techniques such as Codec and Claim 2°c ould improve protocols such as [38] .
VI. CONCLUSION The work we presented in this paper aims to bring clarity in the design of reliable gossip-based streaming systems for realworld environments. By means of thorough experiments we demonstrated that gossip alone is unable to offer satisfactory performance in the context of video streaming applications. Moreover, we showed that applying FEC or retransmission separately is far from being an effective solution to the streaming problem. Rather, the two mechanisms must be carefully combined in order to provide a scalable streaming solution.
We also introduced a novel retransmission mechanism called Claim 2°, which is explicitly designed to leverage the redundancy that is inherent in gossip dissemination. We showed that, when combined with Codec, Claim 2°i s effective in building a scalable streaming system in which correctly operating nodes are able to compensate for the presence of a significant percentage of freeriders.
